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Summary

•	 Big data pouring out of billions of connected devices is 
creating opportunities in scores of markets worldwide.  
And utilities are tipped to take the lead.

•	 Smartphone-controlled computerised thermostats are 
turning up the heat in the UK energy market. The 2020 
smart metering rollout promises to spawn growth in 
connected devices giving householders unprecedented 
control of their energy consumption.

•	 Rigorous testing will be vital to avert shortfalls in 
performance and security that could undermine the 
prospects for connected technology in energy.

Introduction

This whitepaper gives you insight into the importance of assured  
reliability connecting devices. It outlines how to increase  
performance and reliability of the functionality in connected 
devices. Swift and huge growth in connected devices is 
forecast by energy industry stakeholders and with it will come 
opportunities and hazards. Energy providers wishing to retain 
and win customers simply cannot ignore these challenges.
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Watts not to like

Escalating energy bills have made it more worthwhile to reduce 
gas and electricity consumption in all its forms. Nevertheless 
keeping a handle on energy use is not yet a natural routine, 
particularly for domestic users. So perhaps the most significant 
development in technology to rein in energy use is the advent 
of smart devices that brings real-time, automatic energy control 
into the home. 

The capacity to connect smart devices creates possibilities for 
an unprecedented degree of control over heating and other 
energy consumption. This interconnection between smart de-
vices in energy is part of a so-called “internet of things” which 
is growing rapidly – fuelled by cheaper sensors and less costly 
storage – to encompass a spectrum of applications beyond 
energy. However, utilities are expected to lead the growth of 
the machine-to-machine (M2M) interconnections that form the 
internet of things. According to market research firm Analysys 
Mason, utilities will account for 67 per cent of overall M2M 
device connections worldwide by 2023.

Meanwhile the emergence recently in the UK of remote central 
heating control from smart mobile devices is the first sighting  
of the type of set-and-forget technology that promises to abound  
in the next decade. 

“7.8 million empty homes are being heated  
every year.”

British Gas

Connecting the heating thermostat to smart phones and other  
mobile devices means ad hoc adjustment of heating and other  
energy consuming devices can be done remotely as well as 
automatically. For energy companies, alliances with energy 
control technology could create outstanding marketing oppor-
tunities. Those opportunities are made still more valuable by the  
intense government pressure to bring on greater competition  
in energy supply and the attendant need to attract and hold on 
to customers.

But there’s a “but”.

End to end connected devices mode
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Energy suppliers’ alliances with this technology carry a risk of  
reputational damage. Should the security of the system be 
breached or should the installation fail to fulfil claims for its per- 
formance then energy companies will not get much sympathy. 

So the pace of growth of smart technologies in energy will 
depend on how close they can come to combining flawless 
performance with effortless usability and impregnable security. 
Naturally the energy companies are keen to have assurance. 
And the degree to which they have confidence in the tech- 
nology will be a crucial influence on the rate of expansion in 
their deployment of connected devices in energy. Clearly the 
shift to digital utilities must be supported by rigorous testing  
of systems and customer interfaces.    

Connected consumers

Householders routinely fail to schedule consumption of gas and 
electricity to avoid waste. For example, heating an empty house 
for several hours is common practice.British Gas estimates 
that 7.8 million empty homes are being heated every year. The 
solution lies in enabling consumers to carry a remote heating 
controller. Enter the mobile app for energy control.

A number of players have established their computerised thermo- 
stats in the UK market (see box on page 6, Cool technology). 
The brands: Hive, Nest and tadoº have each gained a significant 
profile. They offer different approaches but fundamentally they 
all use mobile device apps to simplify the process of adjusting 
the central heating from anywhere. Users can set up schedules 
that respond automa-tically to the weather, to the residents’  
arrival home and learn their preferences for heating their homes. 
These devices put power in the hands of consumers to control 
their energy costs with the level of minimal effort that has fuelled 
the explosion in mobile, online commerce. 

Smarter and smarter

Further M2M growth in energy will get a powerful spur from 
smart metering implementation in the UK. Its information and 
communication infrastructure will create openings for new, 
connected solutions probably in new markets. At the same 

time falling costs of interconnecting devices could accelerate 
developments. Projections for the impact on the energy sector 
of developments in connected devices during only the next 
decade are bordering on effusive even from independent sources. 

Smart meter for efficient power management

“By 2020, component costs will have come down to the point  
that connectivity will become a standard feature, even for pro-
cessors costing less than a dollar. This opens up the possibility 
of connecting just about anything, from the very simple to the 
very complex, to offer remote control, monitoring and sensing. 
We expect the variety of devices offered to explode,” says 
Peter Middleton, research director at Gartner1.

According to US energy sector group, Utility Analytics Institute, 
the expansion of the internet of things “fuelled by seamless 
connectivity from sensor to data centre; Cloud economics data 
management; and big data analytics,”2 means energy companies 
can anticipate:

•	 “unprecedented opportunities”2 to up their productivity;

•	 improved real-time decision making; to design innovative 
services; and

•	 improved customers’ experience.

Smart meter

Energy provider

Accurate bill

Smart energy 
report

Smart energy 
monitor

Utility

1. Gartner Press Release, December 2013

2. Utilties Analytics Institute, retrieved May 2010 from http://www.utilityanalytics.com/ 
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IT company CGI highlights the importance of consumer perception  
in the development of M2M technologies: “We are taking the 
first steps on this journey. Lots of things need to happen – from 
nascent technologies maturing to consumers gaining greater 
confidence.”3 Indeed, keeping consumer confidence in tandem 
with the potential for growth in sophistication of technology will 
be pivotal to the success of the smart metering programme and 
any subsequent network of applications that may unfold. 

Kass Hussain, director of technology at Hive, recommends a 
cautious advance. He counsels against pushing consumers too  
hard to delegate decisions on their energy use to an app before 
their confidence is established:  “Now you trust us, now you’ve 
used the app for a little while, now you know what the bounds 
of it are, now we may start offering you automation. I think it  
will work for some people, it won’t work for all people, and again  
I think we’ll leave that choice in consumers’ hands,”4 he says.

Smart can hurt

While the smart metering programme holds much promise as  
a conduit for more connected device technologies like tadoº,  
Hive and Nest, it is a cause for trepidation within the energy  
industry. Along with consumers’ sensitivities relating to security,  
the sheer size of the programme – from the immense instal-
lation task through to the meters’ operation – imbues it with 
huge potential for positive or negative impact on consumer 
acceptance of smart connected devices. Replacing 53 million  
conventional domestic power and gas meters in about 30 million  
premises by 2020 will be Britain’s biggest home energy tech-
nology change for more than 40 years. 

The programme is an opportunity to build and improve the  
relationship with the customer. But it increases reputational 
risks from poor delivery. According to consultant Ernst and 
Young (EY): “With so little upside the energy supplier is looking 
carefully at the costs and risks. This history is not good.”5 
 

“Testing must be robust: end-to-end across industry 
parties and the Data and Communications Company 
(DCC) and in live situations. If interoperability is not 
consistent and systems and processes not failsafe, it 
risks undermining consumer confidence.”

Neil Pennington, director of smart innovation, RWE npower,  
at an Energy and Utilities Alliance seminar last summer6

The imperative to test rigorously is clear and it applies to the 
M2M cascade that would almost certainly follow. 

Large energy suppliers must be ready for DCC interface testing 
in autumn 2015. They have huge rollout profiles that will run to 
installing tens of thousands of meters a week to meet the 2020 
deadline. Small energy suppliers too will need to interface with 
the DCC by the 2020 deadline.  

Arguably the smart meter installation will be the first Big Data 
challenge in the smart metering programme. Small and large 
energy suppliers will face a steep challenge to rollout millions 
of meters efficiently. The task will involve upgrades in their 
information technology including: 

•	 SAP and Oracle backend systems; 

•	 asset management systems; and 

•	 operational job scheduling and handheld devices. 

Interfaces and backend systems will have to be tested to 
ensure they can handle the load as it increases through  
rollout. Furthermore large amounts of complex integration  
and operation acceptance testing will be required and need 
careful management.

All devices will need to be tested for compliance with  
the Smart Metering Equipment Technical Specifications  
version 2 to ensure they are interoperable with the DCC  
and interchangeable with other compliant devices. 

3. Ecoreport (Daily Telegraph), February 2014

4. Guardian, April 2014

5. Smart Metering Controls (EY report), summer 2013

6. Utility Business (EUA’s magazine), summer 2013
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“Smart meter installation will be the first Big Data 
challenge in the smart metering programme.”

This becomes keenly important when a consumer changes 
supplier. The new supplier (and the consumer) will expect  
their predecessor’s assets to work with DCC services in a 
consistent manner. Failure to do so might create stranded 
assets but perhaps more importantly it could produce dis-
contented customers. Difficulties in switching supplier have 
already undermined energy retail competition in the UK –  
new obstacles would be acutely unwelcome with consumers  
at zero tolerance of shortcomings.

Things to consider

The internet of things has been forecast to outstrip even the 
spread of mobile devices worldwide. Gartner predicts growth to 
26 billion units installed worldwide by 2020 representing a near 
3,000 per cent hike from 0.9 billion in 2009 and dwarfing the 
7.3 billion smartphones, tablets and laptops forecast to be in 
use by 2020. Meanwhile, AT&T and IBM have this year formed 
an alliance to develop M2M solutions for the internet of things 
with a utility focus.

A growing demand for smart energy control through connected 
devices could create an opening for utilities to retain and grow 
customer numbers - something of a priority amid a regulatory 
regime that is committed to boosting user efficiency as well as 
competition in energy retail. 

However, suppliers that ally with these emerging technologies 
risk damage to their brand in the event of shortcomings in 
performance or security. The potential for harm to a brand can 
be considerable – even for brands that enjoy strong customer 
allegiance; flaws in Apple’s iPad and IoS 6 and 7 smartphone 
software sparked considerable consumer ire and social media 
communicators complained powerfully and publically.
 

There are clearly pitfalls and fast lanes along the way into 
the world of smart utilities. So energy suppliers will surely 
need to rethink business models to make the best of the 
“unprecedented opportunities” that connected devices and 
other elements of smart technology bring. 

“We are about to go through a revolution in the 
energy space every bit as big as the telecoms 
revolution.”

Adrian Tuck, vice chairman, ZigBee Alliance7

Adrian Tuck, vice chairman of an association of companies 
seeking to establish an open wireless communications standard 
– the ZigBee Alliance – counsels the energy sector to prepare 
for technology-driven disruption: “I believe we are about to 
go through a revolution in the energy space every bit as big 
as the telecoms revolution. Businesses that we may think are 
currently unassailable will go out of business if they don’t react 
wisely in the transition,”8 he says.
 
And other forces for change are in play: “Governments and 
legislators are pushing smart technology forward. Power and 
utility companies need to be ready for the market evolutions 
and revolutions that could follow,”8 says EY. 

Testing times 

Energy sector business strategists will surely differ in their 
interpretation of what is needed for success in a digital utility 
market. But a common and crucial requirement for the industry 
and its customers will be assured resilience and reliability in the 
emerging technologies. 

And the customers’ experience also needs to be assessed 
equally rigorously because easy-to-use can be as potent in 
influencing customer behaviour as a sound performance. For 
the industry players, robust testing and the confidence in their 
products and services that comes out of it, will determine their 
capacity to meet market expectations.

7. http://www.ey.com/GL/en/Services/Strategic-Growth-Markets/Global-venture-capital-insights-and-trends-report---Cleantech-focus--perspectives-from-Adrian-Tuck

8. Utilities unbundled (EY report), 2010 
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SQS is keenly sensitive to the importance of assured 
performance and usability in connected devices to the 
development of the energy industry. The internet of things 
offers energy firms a real opportunity to connect better 

with existing and potential customers. But each firms’ own 
confidence in smart, connected technology will be the fuel  
it will need to achieve, and benefit from, the pace of change 
that the market will surely demand.

Connected device technology is in play in computerised 
thermostats in the UK with three products leading the field.

British Gas-owned technology firm Hive has established a 
heating control system with 75,000 UK household users9. 
The Hive system enables users to:

•	 control heating using an app on their smartphone, tablet 
or laptop;

•	 set and adjust a heating schedule whenever and from 
wherever they want to; and

•	 switch on the heating automatically through a smart-
phone GIS app when the user is on the way home. 

Google-owned thermostat and smoke detector maker, Nest 
Labs, has teamed up with UK energy supplier Npower to 
compete with Hive. 

Nest, like Hive, gives remote control from mobile devices.  
It takes a more automated line with functions including:

•	 learning the customers’ habits and adjusting the heating 
to suit them; 

•	 logging each tweak to the heating to estimate with 
increasing accuracy what is needed until eventually, the 
user will never need to touch it; and

•	 detecting when the house is empty and automatically 
reducing the temperature. 

A third system comes from German firm tado°. It, like the 
Nest product, is largely automated in its approach with:

•	 recording how the external temperature influences the 
time it takes to reach the required indoor temperature;

•	 adjusting the temperature automatically, based on the 
residents’ daily routine; and

•	 using location data on users’ smartphones to predict the 
residents’ arrival home and adjusting the temperature 
accordingly.  

Google in January this year bought Nest from its owner, 
iPod-inventor Tony Fadell, for £2 billion. Analysts interpreted 
the acquisition as the starting bell for a fight between tech-
nology firms. But Hive’s Kass Hussain, is emphatic about 
the need to gain consumers’ trust to take the energy control 
proposition further. 

He says Hive has sought to avoid gimmickry. “The first 
thing that consumers can do to save money is set the right 
schedule, and the second is to remind them when to turn 
the heating on and off. That is where all of the benefits and 
savings come from.”10

Cool technology

9. Daily Telegraph, 3rd May 2014

10. Guardian, April 2014
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A major UK energy company that had invested in an M2M 
energy control product viewed the device as having a near 
ambassadorial position for the company according to SQS 
principal consultant Jonathan Lloyd. “The company felt that 
the customers’ experience of the app or the website would 
drive how it was perceived by the public,” Lloyd says.

Lloyd led the testing on the device. It was subjected to SQS  
acceptance testing to ensure it met the company’s require-
ments following earlier development work by an original 
equipment manufacturer.  

Testing included:

•	 the device’s performance on different browsers; 

•	 cross-browser testing; and 

•	 communication with appropriate servers.  

Lloyd tested different mobile screen resolutions. However 
the dominant issue was the user interface: “Usability was 
massive part of the testing. Naturally we tested functionality 
to ensure it met acceptance criteria. But ensuring a slick 
and flawless user experience was paramount.”

“We spent an enormous amount of time discussing the 
usability of the device and the company was incredibly 
precise about what it wanted.”

“The client had a strong sense that the experience of 
the app or the website would drive the perception of the 
company.”

Lloyd emphasises utilities’ vulnerability to criticism from  
the press and social media should their services fail. On  
that basis he says testing went beyond simply ensuring  
that things did not go wrong. It ensured, he said, that  
were the device to fail, damage was limited to avoid the 
outcomes that would have the most negative impact on  
the company’s brand. 

Failover testing assessed the system’s capacity to retain 
customer settings in the event of a server failure and 
subsequent move to another server. Disaster recovery 
testing checked the system’s retention of settings following 
a data centre crash.  

The importance of these particular non-functional tests 
was, Lloyd explains, made acute by considerations of the 
reputational impact that would arise were a significant 
number of customers forced to repeat their set up of the 
system following a server fault. 

Tested and tried
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